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An exhibition of internAtionAl cinemA

inA AnD jAck kAy  
community hAll
“Shalom Sesame” family chanukah 
Party
E 10:00 am

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
grace Paley: collected Shorts
E 11:00 am
children of the bible
with transparent black
E 1:30 pm
world class kids
with home Sweet israel
E 3:30 pm
kZ
E 6:00 pm
Anita
E 8:30 pm

Afi Silver theAtre
jews and baseball:  
An American love Story
E 4:30 pm
After the cup:  
Sons of Sakhnin united
E 7:30 pm

uniteD StAteS holocAuSt 
memoriAl muSeum
“the future of history:  
holocaust films in the 21st century”
E 2:00 pm
Free Public Program

nAtionAl gAllery of Art
force of evil
E 5:00 pm
Free Public Program

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
Das kind
E 6:15 pm
Arab labor
E 8:30 pm

Afi Silver theAtre
the loners with take note
E 7:00 pm
jaffa
E 9:15 pm

goethe-inStitut wAShington
“in conversation with filmmaker 
yonathan levy”
E noon

embASSy of the  
ruSSiAn feDerAtion
Stalin thought of you
E 7:00 pm

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
2 or 3 things i know About him
E 6:15 pm
Sixty in the city with gefilte fish
E 8:30 pm

Afi Silver theAtre
gei oni
E 6:45 pm
jews in Space
E 9:15 pm

goethe-inStitut wAShington
“in conversation with filmmaker 
rex bloomstein”
E noon

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter 
coffee–between reality and 
imagination
E 10:30 am coffee reception
E 11:30 am film

the bagel: An immigrant’s Story
E 2:00 pm
Work-In-Progress, Free Program

voices unbound: the Story  
of the freedom writers
E 4:00 pm

cloSing night
the klezmatics: on holy ground
E 7:30 pm film and Party

AvAlon theAtre
bar mitzvah
E noon

next year in…Argentina with voyage
E 2:30 pm

mrs. moskowitz and the cats
with miracle lady
E 5:00 pm
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AvAlon theAtre
oPening night 
la rafle
E 7:00 pm    reception
E 7:45 pm film

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
the golden Pomegranate
E 1:00 pm
Free Friday Film

librAry of congreSS
“humor, identity and the 
holocaust”
E noon
Free Public Program

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
gruber’s journey
E 6:30 pm
mary lou
E 9:15 pm

Afi Silver theAtre
the Debt
E 7:00 pm
Phobidilia
E 9:30 pm

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
Sixty in the city
E 1:00 pm
my life with carlos
E 5:45 pm exhibit tour and talk 
E 6:30 pm film
gei oni
E 8:45 pm

Afi Silver theAtre
“David Perlov: Pioneer of israeli 
cinema” with in jerusalem 
and Diary: chapter 1 
E 7:00 pm 

goethe-inStitut wAShington
“in conversation with filmmaker 
malte ludin”
E noon

embASSy of itAly
A Pause in the holocaust
with ingelore
E 7:00 pm

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter 
empty nest
E 6:15 pm
tango, A Story with jews
E 8:30 pm followed by tango Party

Afi Silver theAtre
berlin ‘36
E 7:00 pm
five hours from Paris
E 9:15 pm

internAtionAl SPy muSeum
yolande:  An unsung heroine
E 10:00 am
Free Public Program

goethe-inStitut wAShington
“in conversation with filmmaker 
yael Perlov”
E noon

embASSy of frAnce
Seven minutes in heaven
E 9:00 pm

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter
berlin ‘36
E 1:00 pm
Free Friday Film

goethe-inStitut wAShington
“Argentina's jewish community 
through filmmakers' eyes”
E noon

AAron & cecile  
golDmAn theAter 
2010 wjff visionary Award 
honoring Daniel burman
with lost embrace
E 6:30 pm 
the “Socalled” movie
followed by concert 
E 9:30 pm

Afi Silver theAtre
the matchmaker
E 7:00 pm
the infidel
with henry le cooking
E 9:30 pm
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give uS A Piece of your minD!
we want to know your opinion about 
wjff films and programs plus something 
about you, our audience. your responses 
help us make the festival even better 
each year and provide important 
statistical information for our fundraising 
efforts. go to wjff.org between 
December 12—31 to participate in the 
survey. Provide your email address and 
we will send a free "thank you" pass 
for two to any wjff year-round film 
program valid until november 30, 2011. 

ticket Prices
evening and weekend Screenings .......... $10

opening night event ...............................$25

closing night event .................................$25

The "Socalled" Movie 
and Performance ......................................$15

"Shalom Sesame" 
family chanukah Party .......... $15 per family, 
            $10 per 16th Street j member family

Daytime Doc screenings at the goethe-
institut washington and matinee screening 
December 8 at the 16th Street j .................$6

Student and Senior Discount ............... $1 off
evening and weekend screenings only
(does not include opening night, closing night or 
"shalom sesame")

free ScreeningS at the 16th Street j, 
library of congress, international Spy 
museum and national gallery of Art events 
do not require reservations or tickets.

E all ticket sales are final
E no refunds and no excePtions
E no Passes accePted at any theaters

embassy screenings
ADvAnce ticketS reQuireD for all wjff 
films at embassy venues. Absolutely no 
ticket sales at the door for any screenings  
at embassies.

grouP ticket sales
special rates for groups of 10 or more 
are available for most screenings except 
opening and closing nights. Please call 
(202) 777-3231 at least five days in advance 
of screening date for prices and availability.

adVance ticket serVice charges
box office tickets charges a $1.00 per ticket 
service charge and a $1.50 per film handling 
fee for advance tickets purchased for the 
same film in the same advance ticket order. 

online adVance tickets 
E	 tickets can be printed online at the time 

of purchase or picked up at the will call 
table at each screening, valid id required.

E	 online ticket sales close for the next day 
at 11:00 pm nightly.  

E ticket sales close 11:00 pm on the day 
prior to screening. 

adVance tickets by Phone or fax
Please call (800) 494-8497  
or fax (800) 329-8497 
oPen 
monday through friday  10:00 am–6:00 pm
saturday and sunday 11:00 am–4:00 pm
closed 
november 25 and 26 (thanksgiving)

same day tickets
same day tickets can be purchased one hour 
before the show at the box office of the 
theater where the film is being screened.

theater box office information
washington Dcjcc Aaron & cecile  
goldman theater 
E	 no advance ticket sales at the 16th street 

j—same day sales only.
E	 monday through friday, the box office 

opens for one hour prior to the first 
daytime screening and re-opens one hour 
prior to the first evening screening. 

E	 saturday and sunday, the box office 
opens one hour prior to the first 
screening of the day and remains open. 

E	 box office and will call are located in the 
david bruce smith 16th street lobby. the 
entrance to the aaron & cecile goldman 
theater is on the 2nd floor. 

for the following venues, the box office  
opens 45 minutes prior to screening—same 
day sales only:

Avalon theatre, Afi Silver theatre, 
goethe-institut washington

for the latest information on films and 
events, visit us at wjff.org or call the 
festival hotline at (202) 777-3231.

E	 general seating begins 15 minutes prior 
to screening time. 

E	 all theaters are wheelchair accessible.
E	 a limited number of free tickets are 

allocated for each screening for those 
who cannot afford the cost of admission. 
arrangements must be made at least 
one day before the show by calling (202) 
777-3231 or emailing info@wjff.org.

E  filmS AnD gueStS Are 
Subject to chAnge

E  PArentAl DiScretion 
ADviSeD for moSt filmS

security notice
Please arrive early to allow enough time for 
security checks at all venues. all backpacks, 
bags, briefcases and purses are subject to 
inspection. Please bring a photo id with you 
to all screenings.

film guide key

ticket informationgeneral information

wjff visionary Award 
films directed by this year's award 
recipient

jewish cinema from Argentina
Programs related to special focus as part  
of argentina's bicentennial celebration

contemporary holocaust cinema
Programs related to special focus on 
holocaust films in the 21st century

Daytime Docs
Lunchtime	talks	and	screenings	at	the	
Goethe-Institut	Washington

Suitable for ages 11 and up

free eventFRE
E

2                for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497
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wjff theater locations

information about transportation, parking 
and walking directions to theaters is 
at wjff.org and on individual venue 
websites.

aaron & cecile  
goldman theater 
washington dc jewish community center
1529 16th street nw at Q street
washingtondcjcc.org

metro/metrobus
red line to dupont circle. exit north to Q 
street. the s series (s1, s2, s3, s4, s5) runs 
north and south along 16th street. bus #g2 
originates in georgetown and travels across 
P street (1 block south of Q street).

walking 
exit the metro at Q street and cross 
connecticut avenue. walk five blocks east 
until 16th and Q.

Public Parking
if you are planning to drive, remember to 
leave plenty of time for parking. there is 
limited on-street parking available.

washington dcjcc Parking lot
limited spaces available. enter on Q street 
just after the building. except during free 
parking hours, all Q street lot users must 
have their parking ticket validated by the 
front desk receptionist before exiting the 
parking lot. Parking fees: $6 for up to three 
hours, $10 for over three hours and $3 flat 
rate for members and seniors with validated 
tickets. free daytime parking weekdays 
until 6:00 pm, saturday until 6:30 pm and 
sunday until 2:30 pm. Parking fees apply all 
other hours regardless of entry time.

colonial Public Parking garage
1616 P street nw
$10 per car

hours
monday–friday: 7 am until midnight
saturday: 8:00 am until midnight
sunday: 7:00 am until 11:00 pm

aValon theatre
5612 connecticut avenue nw
washington, dc
theavalon.org

afi silVer theatre
8633 colesville road
silver spring, md
afi.com/silver

embassy of france
4101 reservoir road nw
washington, dc
la-maison-francaise.org

embassy of italy 
3000 whitehaven street nw
washington, dc
ambwashingtondc.esteri.it
iicwashington.esteri.it

embassy of the russian 
federation
2645 tunlaw road nw
washington, dc
russianembassy.org

goethe-institut washington
814 seventh street nw at i street
washington, dc
goethe.de/washington

international sPy museum
800 f street nw 
washington, dc 
spymuseum.org

library of congress 
mary Pickford theater
james madison memorial building
101 independence avenue se
washington, dc
loc.gov

national gallery of art
east building auditorium
4th street at Pennsylvania avenue nw
nga.gov

united states holocaust 
memorial museum
joseph and rebecca meyerhoff theater
100 raoul wallenberg Place sw
washington, dc
ushmm.org

welcome to the festiVal!
one of my favorite things to do is stand in 
the lobby as an audience leaves the theater 
after one of our films and listen to what 
people are saying. what i hear over and over 
in these moments, as well as in one-on-one 
conversations with audience members and 
during our post-film discussions, confirms 
what i’ve long felt to be true: film has power 
and influence in people’s lives.
 film engages, stimulates, inspires, 
educates, entertains and excites us. it often 
challenges, teases, provokes, disturbs and 
even infuriates us. the truth is that good 
film makes us see, think and feel…and that is 
powerful stuff. most amazing of all is when 
film moves us to take positive action in our 
own lives and in the world around us.
 the 53 films in this year’s festival, 
representing 14 countries, bring their own 
exceptional power to the screen—from 
unique perspectives on the holocaust to 
engaging stories about argentina’s jewish 
community. israel’s outstanding filmmakers 
open our eyes to the country’s growing 
diversity as well as one of its greatest 
cinematic influences, david Perlov. 
 behind all films are the creative forces—
the filmmakers who envision the stories they 
are compelled to tell and then craft each 
one lovingly and carefully for audiences. 
this year we are proud to bring more than 
20 filmmakers from around the world who 
will connect with you through discussions, 
receptions and sometimes just standing 
around in the theater lobby…. 
 we welcome you to another wjff and 
invite you to share the power of film.

Susan H. Barocas, WJFF Director

washington dcjcc
mindy strelitz, President
diane abelman wattenberg,  

Film Council Co-chair
dina gold, Film Council Co-chair
arna meyer mickelson, Chief Executive Officer
margaret hahn stern, Chief Operating Officer
joshua ford, Chief Programming Officer
Judith Ianuale, Chief Financial Officer
mark spira, Chief Development Officer
ari roth, Co-Director, Morris Cafritz Center 

for the Arts
susan barocas, Director, 

Washington Jewish Film Festival



E  7:00 Pm join us for a pre-film wine 
reception at the Avalon theatre

E  7:45 Pm Program and film with emcee 
Dan raviv, national correspondent,  
cbS news

la rafle
france/germany/hungary, 2010, 35mm, feature
124 minutes
french and hebrew with english subtitles
director: roselyne bosch

SponSored by 
The Jacob & Charlotte Lehrman 
Foundation

US Premiere of French Box Office Hit!
summer, 1942 in the picturesque montmarte neighborhood 
of Paris. three children wearing yellow stars play in the 
streets. like their parents and other jewish families, 
they trust the Vichy government to shelter them from 
the darkness spreading over nazi-occupied france. 
but behind the scenes, hitler demands that the french 
government round up its jews and put them on trains 
for the extermination camps. the french comply and 
on july 16, the fragile happiness is shattered as 13,000 
of the city’s jews, among them 4,051 children, are sent 
on a journey with no return.  but the story doesn’t end 
there in this french box office hit, one of the most moving 
dramas of the year featuring outstanding performances 
by jean reno (The Da Vinci Code, Leon: The Professional), 
mélanie laurent (Inglourious Basterds, The Concert) and 
gad elmaleh (Father’s Footsteps wjff 2009) as well as 
several children in key roles. carefully reconstructing this 
dark chapter of french history, bosch based the film on 
extensive research and first-hand accounts, following the 
destinies of victims, executioners and would-be saviors.

sPecial guests roselyne bosch, director and  
alain goldman, Producer

co-sPonsored by the embassy of france, embassy  
of the federal republic of germany, embassy of 
hungary, alliance française de washington and  
goethe-institut washington

wine reception sponsored by calypso organic selections
catering by cardamon & mint

opening night



SponSored by  
CrossCurrents Foundation

E  7:30 Pm film followed by Dessert 
Party at the washington Dcjcc

E  enjoy a rousing evening with members 
of the kelzmatics!

the klezmatics: 
on holy ground
usa, 2010, video, documentary
105 minutes
english and yiddish
director:  erik greenberg anjou

from hotel room to living room, backstage to concert 
stage, the talent, energy and determination of the 
klezmatics fill the screen in this revealing and entertaining 
film by anjou (A Cantor’s Tale wjff 2005).  originally 
formed in 1986 in new york’s east Village, the band has 
gone through many incarnations (look for the “band 
member menorah” explanation in the film) while always 
staying true to their unique, ground-breaking fusion of 
klezmer and world music. the 2006 grammy award 
(world music) was the result of a collaboration with the 
woody guthrie family while other collaborations include 
israeli greats chava alberstein and itzhak Perlman. if 
their music is not so easily defined neither are the band 
members themselves. re-examining and re-inventing 
themselves individually and as a group, they face the 
demands of paying the bills, raising families and middle 
age, all while trying to meet the challenges of living as 
independent artists. in the end, though, it’s all about 
the music and this intimate exploration captures the 
klezmatics as a dynamic bridge between the lost shtetls 
of eastern europe and the jewish-yiddish culture’s 
resurgence and relevance today.  

sPecial guests ralph marash, Producer and members of 
the klezmatic lisa gutkin and lorin sklamberg

DC Premiere

closing night



the holocaust was a maelstrom that 
enveloped millions of people, each with 
a unique story to tell. sixty-five years after 
liberation of the nazi camps, filmmakers around the 
world continue to visually interpret these narratives 
and audiences continue to embrace their films. 
indeed, the holocaust is a story that may never 
be fully told or understood. the way we tell these 
stories is changing with the passing of those that 
experienced the holocaust first-hand. 

this year, the wjff will explore contemporary 
holocaust film by asking:

thursdaythursday December December 2 2
la rafle
7:00 pm, avalon theatre
wjff opening night and us premiere.
see page 6 for complete information.

Sunday, December 5Sunday, December 5
“the future of history: 
holocaust films in the  
21st century” 
co-presented with the united states 
holocaust memorial museum
2:00–4:00 pm, ushmm 
a special symposium with four award-
winning filmmakers and film clips. see 
page 11 for complete information.

friday, December 3friday, December 3
“humor, identity and the 
holocaust”
with filmmaker rex bloomstein  
noon, library of congress
see page 8 for complete information.

Saturday, Saturday, December December 44
gruber’s journey  
with filmmaker radu gabrea
6:30 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 8 for complete information.

Sunday, Sunday, DecemberDecember 5 5
kz
with filmmaker rex bloomstein  
6:00 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 12 for complete information.

monday, monday, December December 66
“in conVersation with 
yonathan leVy”
noon, goethe-institut washington
see page 13 for complete information.

das kind
with filmmaker yonathan levy and 
producer andré miko
6:15 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 14 for more information.

tuesday, tuesday, December December 77
“in conVersation with  
rex bloomstein”
noon, goethe-institut washington
see page 16 for more information.
two or three things i know 
about him
with filmmaker malte ludin and dr. klaus 
scharioth, german ambassador to the us
6:15 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 16 for more information.

wednesday, wednesday, December 8December 8
“in conVersation with  
malte ludin”
noon, goethe-institut washington
see page 17 for more information.

a Pause in the holocaust  
with ingelore
with filmmaker andré waksman
7:00 pm, embassy of italy
see page 19 for more information.

thursday, thursday, DecemberDecember 9 9
berlin ‘36
7:00 pm, afi silver theatre
see page 20 for more information.

friday, friday, December December 1010
berlin ‘36
1:00 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
free friday film. 
see page 21 for more information.

E	 what new approaches are filmmakers taking 
and how do they shift our understanding of this  
complex history? 

E	 who are the audiences for holocaust films and 
why, given its challenging material, is it such an 
 enduring genre?

E	 how can film help preserve the authenticity of holocaust 
stories as the number of eyewitnesses diminishes?

this special wjff focus will open our eyes to the ongoing 
relevance of holocaust films and show how their themes—
anti-semitism, collaboration, complicity, moral courage and 
genocide prevention—speak loudly to us today.

Holocaust Film in tHe 21st century

W
JFF Special Focus

la rafle kzgruber's journeytwo or three things i know about him

6                for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497
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W
JFF Special Focus

JewisH cinema From argentina
with nearly 200,000 jews, 
Argentina is home to latin 
America’s largest jewish 
community. this year, as the 
country celebrates the 200th 
anniversary of the revolution that led 
to its independence, the wjff turns a 
spotlight on cinema from argentina’s 
jewish community. 

a small number of jews lived in 
argentina since the days of the 
inquisition, most assimilating over 
the years. the country’s jewish 
community really took hold in the 
second half of the 19th century with 
waves of immigrants fleeing the 
pogroms and renewed anti-semitism 
of eastern europe. while most thrived 
in buenos aires, some established 
lives as jewish gauchos and farmers 
in central argentina. during the 
1930s, thousands of german jews 
found refuge in argentina while still 
more arrived from the middle east, 
including syria, in large numbers 
during the 1940s and 1950s.

one fascinating piece of the 
community’s history—the great 
influence of jewish musicians on 
the passionate national pastime—is 
explored in Tango, A Story with Jews 
(screening december 9). a wjff 
2009 favorite film, Anita (screening 
december 5) is a beautiful and 
moving story set in the aftermath of 
the 1994 bombing of the amia jewish 
community headquarters building. in 
Next Year in…Argentina (screening 
december 12), the filmmakers, 
including special guest jorge gurvich, 
reveal the very personal conflicts 
facing argentine jews who choose to 
emigrate to israel, yet leave a part of 
themselves and their hearts in their 
homeland.

Sunday, December 5Sunday, December 5
anita
8:30 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 13 for complete information.

tuesday, December 7tuesday, December 7
jews in sPace
(judios en el espacio)
9:15 pm , afi silver theatre
see page 17 for complete information.

thursday, December 9thursday, December 9
emPty nest
(el nido Vacio)
with filmmaker daniel burman
6:15 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 20 for complete information.

tango, a story with jews
followed by a tango Party with dance 
instruction
8:30 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see page 21 for complete information.

friday, December 10friday, December 10
“argentina’s jewish community 
through filmmakers’ eyes”
with filmmakers daniel burman  
and jorge gurvich 
noon, goethe-institut washington
see page 21 for complete information.

Saturday, December 11Saturday, December 11
2010 wjff Visionary  
award Program
Presentation to daniel burman
film, discussion and reception

lost embrace
(el abrazo Partido)
6:30 pm, aaron & cecile goldman theater
see this page and page 23 for complete 
information.

Sunday, December 12Sunday, December 12
next year in…argentina
with filmmaker jorge gurvich
2:30 pm, avalon theatre
see page 24 for complete information.

we are honored to present the 2010 award 
to daniel burman in a special ceremony 
that includes a screening of Lost Embrace, 
a post-film discussion and reception on 
saturday, december 11, at 6:30 pm. the wjff 
Visionary award recognizes and pays 
tribute to courage, creativity and insight 
in presenting the diversity of the jewish 
experience through the moving image.  

daniel  
burman
born in 1973, daniel burman already has a 
long list of credits as a director, writer and 
producer. in the 1990s, he quickly established 
himself as a central figure in the emerging 
group of talented, young filmmakers of 
argentina’s resurgent cinema scene. his 1998 
film, A Chrysanthemum Burst in Cincoesquinas, 
is often cited as the beginning of the “new 
argentine cinema” wave.

burman’s easily accessible style mixes drama, 
nostalgia and quirky humor, sometimes 
drawing comparisons to woody allen. upon 
reflection, the stories and themes deepen 
and ripen into satisfying experiences with 
lasting power. his slice-of-life stories treat 
extended jewish families with understanding 
and tenderness even as revealing flaws 
and foibles—such as in his acclaimed, 
largely autobiographical trilogy Waiting 
for the Messiah (wjff 2001), Lost Embrace 
(screening december 11) and Family Law 
(wjff 2006). in these films, daniel hendler 
stars as ariel, a young man who acts as 
window into jewish life in buenos aires. in 
Empty Nest (screening december 9), burman 
revisits recurring themes of identity, family 
and aging with a twist, playing with time and 
the subconscious of his cinematic characters 
to reveal their rich inner lives. 

we see ourselves and our families in burman’s 
films, hoping that we, like his characters, can 
move toward greater understanding and 
acceptance of ourselves and our lives. the 
wjff is honored to name daniel burman 
as our 2010 Visionary award recipient, 
acknowledging the truths that he speaks 
resonate far beyond his films.

 

wjff Visionary award

Presented with the support of the 
ministry of foreign Affairs of Argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy 
of Argentina in the united States.
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saturday, , december 4
thursday, december 2

friday, december 3

SponSored by The Jacob & Charlotte 
Lehrman Foundation

la rafle
E 7:00 Pm   wine recePtion 

E 7:45 Pm   ProgrAm & film

Avalon theatre

Opening Night and US Film Premiere 
see page 4

SponSored by WAMU 88.5 FM

“humor, identity  
and the holocaust”

E noon

mary Pickford theatre  
library of congress

british filmmaker rex bloomstein has 
devoted much of his career to making films 
about the holocaust and other aspects of 
jewish history, culture and values. is he 
a jewish filmmaker first and foremost…
or someone who happens to be jewish 
making films on topics that interest 
him? join him on a personal quest to 
understand the impact of identity on the 

Opening night

SponSored by Washington 
Jewish Week

Please join us at 6:00 pm for our Menorah Lighting 
in the Diane and Norman Bernstein Family 
Foundation Lobby at the Q Street entrance.

gruber’s journey
Calatoria lui Gruber
E 6:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
E

romania, 2008, 35mm, feature
100 minutes
romanian, german and italian  

with english subtitles
director: radu gabrea

DC Premiere

an italian journalist and member of the 
fascist party, curzio malaparte (florin Piersic 
jr.), is on his way to cover the russian front 
in june 1941. stopping in the nazi-occupied 
romanian city of iasi, he desperately tries to 
find the town’s jewish doctor who can help 
relieve him of severe allergies. what begins 
as an absurdist wild goose chase becomes 
increasingly more sinister, leading malaparte 
to discover the disastrous fate of the local 
jews and the heart of the final solution. 
this the first romanian feature film to 
explore the holocaust and the murder 
of the country’s jews is based on Kaput, 
malaparte’s disturbing 1944 chronicle of his 
wartime experiences.

themes he has chosen for his work—or that 
have chosen him! the program presents 
excerpts from his films including The World 
of Jewish Humour, featuring alan king and 
milton berle; Nightmare’s End, focusing on 
the liberation of the concentration camps 
from the soldiers’ point of view, and KZ, an 
exploration of the town and concentration 
camp of mauthausen today. (film screening 
in full on december 5, 6:00 pm.) 

Free Friday Film

the golden Pomegranate
E 1:00 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater FRE
E

israel, 2010, video, feature
104 minutes
english
director: dan turgeman

East Coast Premiere

four generations of a yemenite family 
bring to life the story of israel’s rebirth 
through the saga of their own sorrows 
and joys, tragedies and triumphs. mazal, a 
jewish child-bride from yemen, survives 
the harsh, often violent conditions of life 
in the holy land in the late 19th- through 
mid-20th centuries. suddenly widowed, 
she becomes the family’s breadwinner 
through her skills as a jeweler in gold and 
silver. over the decades, mazal comes to 
head a family of unforgettable characters 
as she grows old while remaining true to 
her traditions and ideals.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel and 
the jewish federation of greater washington
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mary louthe debt

introduction by adrian Vierita,  
ambassador of the embassy of romania

discussion with sPecial guest  
radu gabrea, director

co-sPonsored by the embassy of romania

Presented in cooPeration with  
generation after, child survivors of the 
holocaust and baltimore-washington  
child survivors of the holocaust 

this film is suPPorted by the helen and 
milton covensky fund at the washington 
dcjcc

the debt
E 7:00 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

uk, 2010, 35mm, feature
104 minutes
english
director: john madden

Special Sneak Screening

academy award-winning actress helen 
mirren (Red, The Queen) and sam 
worthington (Clash of the Titans, Avatar) 
star in this powerful drama about three 
mossad agents who attempted to capture 
and bring to trial a notorious nazi war 
criminal—the surgeon of birkenau—in a 
secret israeli mission that ended with his 
death on the streets of east berlin. but now, 
30 years later, a man claiming to be the 
doctor has surfaced, and one agent must 
return to eastern europe to uncover the 
truth, reliving the trauma of those events 
and, ultimately confronting an old debt 
incurred. award-winning filmmaker john 

madden’s (Shakespeare in Love) compelling 
remake of the 2007 israeli thriller Ha-Hov 
takes suspense to new heights.

mary lou
E 9:15 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

episodes 1, 2, 3 and 4
israel, 2010, video, television mini-series
150 minutes (4 parts)
hebrew with english subtitles
director: eytan fox

North American Premiere
Best Miniseries, Israeli Emmy Awards 2010

wjff favorite and 2006 decade award 
recipient eytan fox (The Bubble 2006, 
Walk on Water 2004, Yossi and Jagger 
2002, Florentine 1997), , brings to life 
a modern fable with a catchy musical 
message. an adoring fan of israeli pop 
legend zvika Pick (who appears as 
himself), miriam (maya dagan) dreams 
of being a famous singer, leading her 
to mysteriously abandon her son meir 
(ido rosenberg) on his tenth birthday. in 
high school, both he and his best friend, 
who happens to be a beautiful girl, have 
their eye on the same gorgeous guy. 
but meir never stops searching for his 
mother, eventually moving to tel aviv and 
becoming famous as a drag queen named 
mary lou. the songs never stop coming as 
meir/mary lou discovers he needs to find 
himself even more than his mother.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, 
america-israel cultural foundation and  
jewish federation of greater washington

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s kurlander Program 
for gay & lesbian outreach and  
engagement (gloe) 

Phobidilia 
E 9:30 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

israel, 2009, 35mm, feature
86 minutes
hebrew and english with english subtitles
directors: yoaz Paz and doron Paz

East Coast Premiere
Best Actor Award in a Feature Film, 2009 Haifa 

International Film Festival

following a breakdown, a young computer 
programmer discovers that, when food can 
be delivered and sex found online, leaving 
your apartment is no longer a necessity. 
after a few years of living in his solitary 
kingdom, wainblum’s (ofer shecter) reality 
is about to crumble when his building 
manager grumps (well-known hebrew 
theater actor shlomo bar-shavit) puts the 
apartment up for sale. with the impending 
eviction as well as the threat of a real 
physical and emotional relationship with 
his cable tV sales woman, wainblum goes 
to extreme lengths to protect the perfect, 
orderly world he created.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, 
america-israel cultural foundation and the 
jewish federation of greater washington

Phobidilia
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shalom sesame grace Paley: collected shorts
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SponSored by Michael & Barbara 
Smilow

Please join us at 5:30 pm for our Menorah Lighting 
in the Diane and Norman Bernstein Family 
Foundation Lobby at the Q Street entrance.

“shalom sesame” family 
chanukah Party
E 10:00 Am

ina and jack kay community hall

the miracle of chanukah comes to life with 
the premiere of the new “shalom sesame” 
tV series plus food, crafts, singing and more. 

shalom sesame
usa/israel, 2010, video
30 minutes

Chanukah: The Missing Menorah finds 
grover in a tizzy when his special 
friend anneliese van der Pol (That’s 
So Raven, broadway’s Beauty and 
the Beast) gets caught in a game 
of tag with a chicken and loses her 
special menorah…just as chanukah is 
about to begin! can her friends find 
the missing menorah in time? guest 
appearance by debi mazar.

Presented in cooPeration with dc minyan

this Program is suPPorted by the julius 
& dorothy lazarus fund for children's 
Programs at the washington dcjcc

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s Preschool

grace Paley:  
collected shorts
E 11:00 Am

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

usa, 2010, video, documentary
74 minutes
director: lilly rivlin

DC Premiere

author and activist grace Paley shares her 
short stories, poems and essays, along with 
her timeless anecdotes. often referring to 
herself as a “combative pacifist,” this small, 
feisty woman with the rough-around-the-
edges bronx accent committed her life 
to fighting social and political injustice, 
frequently landing her in jail. the film 
traces the life of a seemingly ordinary 
woman with an extraordinary talent for 
writing as well as her ability to make a 
real difference in the world. her greatest 
asset was her capacity to connect with 
and give comfort to her readers and her 
circle of family and friends, all the while 
achieving the most human reaction to life’s 
challenges—laughter.

Post-discussion with sPecial guest  
lilly rivlin, director

Presented in cooPeration with  
Lilith magazine and women in film 
& Video dc

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s writers’ retreat and 
the hyman s. & freda bernstein jewish 
literary festival 

children of the bible
Yaldey Ha’Tanach
E 1:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
Eisrael, 2009, video, documentary

53 minutes
hebrew and amharic with english subtitles
director: nitza gonen

DC Premiere

jeremy “cool” habash (meaning “ethiopia” 
in hebrew) walked out of ethiopia as a 
child and into a new life in israel. today 
he is a popular rapper and musician, but 
he is also a man with a mission to improve 
the low self-esteem of israel’s ethiopian 
community. through music, jeremy helps 
ethiopian at-risk youth get back on track 
to improve lives by reconnecting them 
to their history and cultural heritage as 
well as their families. he also tries to get 
the Kesses, ethiopian rabbis in israel, to 
fight for their lost spiritual status. jeremy 
reconnects with his own past when he 
visits the dusty village he left many years 
earlier, experiencing what his life there 
might have been like. 

PRECEDED BY

transParent black
Shahor Shakuf

israel, 2010, video, short
19 minutes
english, hebrew and french with english subtitles 
director: roni geffen

children of the bible
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world class kids home sweet israeltransParent black

North American Premiere

african refugees attending a hebrew class 
receive lessons in what it means to be 
israeli as well as what it takes to keep your 
dreams alive.

introduction by yaron Pelig, associate 
Professor, judaic studies Program, george 
washington university

co-sPonsored by the embassy of ethiopia, 
embassy of israel and the jewish federation 
of greater washington

world class kids
E 3:30 Pm 

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
Eisrael, 2010, video, documentary

54 minutes
hebrew, english, arabic, chinese, filipino  

with english subtitles
director: netta loevy

DC Premiere

an arab, a jew, a Philippino and a chinese 
boy walk to school one morning… sounds 
like the beginning of an old joke, but these 
are actually some of the students at an 
elementary school in the heart of tel aviv, 
part of israel’s post-modern melting pot. 
with the same direct approach as the 
children, the film follows a class of eight-
year-olds and their young teacher meirav 
during the year of the gaza war. in and 
out of the classroom, students deal with 
complex social dynamics, painful identity 
issues and the first cracks in childhood 
innocence while still maintaining their 
irrepressible spirits.

more than their own migrant parents, all in 
the shadow of the government campaign 
to deport undocumented workers.

introduction by dr. maina chawla singh, 
associate Professor, university of delhi; 
scholar-in-residence, american university

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington

Presented in cooPeration with the new 
israel fund and american university center 
for israel studies

A SPeciAl SymPoSium co-PreSenteD with the uniteD StAteS holocAuSt memoriAl muSeum

the future of history:  
holocaust film in the 21st century 
E 2:00–4:00 Pm

united States holocaust memorial museum

as part of the wjff exploration of contemporary holocaust film, join us in a 
discussion with four filmmakers from around the world who, more than sixty  
years after the liberation of the camps, continue to find new stories about the 
holocaust and new ways to tell those stories. how are the themes and techniques 
of these 21st century films different from past holocaust films, especially as 
fewer and fewer eyewitnesses are alive to share their memories? who are today’s 
audiences for holocaust films? and why, with its extremely challenging material, 
is holocaust cinema still such a successful genre, engaging and fascinating us? 
Program includes film clips. (complete films by panelists to be screened during 
the wjff noted below.)

MOderatOr: raye farr 
director, steven spielberg film and Video archive, ushmm

panelists:   
rex bloomstein, uk—KZ (see page 12)
radu gabrea, romania—Gruber’s Journey (see page 8)
yonathan levy, france—Das Kind (see page 14)
malte ludin, germany—2 or 3 Things I Know About Him (see page 16)

PRECEDED BY

home sweet israel
israel, 2010, video, short
23 minutes
english, hebrew and twi with english subtitles
director: tal barda

North American Premiere

felicia, an undocumented worker, 
manages a kindergarten in her home in 
southern tel aviv. she cares for dozens of 
undocumented children, often raising them 

for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497                11
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jews and baseball:  
an american loVe story
E 4:30 Pm

Afi Silver theatre 

FRE
Eusa, 2010, video, documentary

91 minutes
english
director: Peter miller

DC Premiere

academy award-winner dustin hoffman 
narrates this celebration of sluggers and 
shattered stereotypes—from archival 
images of the powerful hank greenberg 
to a rare interview with sandy koufax (the 
greatest left-handed pitcher in baseball 
history) to on-screen appearances by red 
sox star kevin youklis and many more 
players, executives, writers and fans. but 
more than a film about sports, this story of 
the quintessential american game is also a 
story of immigration, assimilation, bigotry, 
pride and heroism. in the end, it’s about 
the fans, and this entertaining film looks 
deep into the special meaning baseball has 
had in the lives of american jews. 

Special prizes to be given away at this 
screening: 5 Family Season Passes courtesy  
of Bethesda Big Train Baseball

introduction by aviva kempner,  
The Life and Times of Hank Greenberg 
and wjff founding director

discussion with sPecial guests  
Peter miller, director (invited) and ira  
berkow, screenwriter and Pulitzer  
Prize-winning sports writer

this film is suPPorted by the chaim 
kempner fund at the washington dcjcc

Presented in cooPeration with  
bethesda big train baseball

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j's co-ed softball league

force of eVil
E 5:00 Pm

national gallery of Art FRE
E

usa, 1948, 35mm, feature
78 minutes
english
director: abraham Polonsky

a restored print of this rarely screened 
and often underrated film noir is shown on 
the occasion of the 100th anniversary of 
the birth of blacklisted hollywood writer-
director abraham Polonsky. the corruption 
of the numbers racket is a backdrop for 
the tragedy of two brothers (john garfield 
and thomas gomez), akin to an allegory in 
carefully measured meter compounded by 
the fear of the mccarthy witch hunts. 

introduction by rebecca Prime, scholar

kz
E 6:00 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
E

uk, 2006, video, documentary
97 minutes
english and german with english subtitles
director: rex bloomstein

East Coast Premiere

on the banks of the river danube, in 
beautiful upper austria, sits a picturesque 
town. just over a mile from the town center 
is a place that attracts schoolchildren and 
tourists from all over the world. nearby, 
the locals go about their daily lives. yet, 
in this place—mauthausen kz—thousands 
of people from over 30 nations were 
tortured and murdered. how does it feel 
to be a tourist at a former concentration 
camp? to work there as a guide, day 
in, day out? what about locals who live 
there with the dark secrets of the past? 
stripped of the usual dramatic devices, 
survivor testimonies and archival footage, 
this groundbreaking film brings into stark 
light the clash of history with the present, 
forcing us to face our very human demons. 

discussion with sPecial guests  
rex bloomstein, director, and dr. edna 
friedberg, historian, united states  
holocaust memorial museum 

Presented in cooPeration with  
generation after, child survivors of the 
holocaust and baltimore-washington  
child survivors of the holocaust 
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anitaafter the cuP: sons of sakhnin united

after the cuP: sons  
of sakhnin united
E 7:30 Pm

Afi Silver theatre 

FRE
Eusa/israel, 2010, video, documentary

88 minutes
hebrew and arabic with english subtitles
director: christopher browne

in israel, soccer rules. and in 2004, bnei 
sakhnin was the king of israeli soccer as 
the first team from an arab town to win the 
country’s cup and represent israel in the 
european competition. owned by an arab 
and coached by a jew with arab, jewish 
and foreign-born players, the team became 
a symbol of coexistence and a potential 
bridge between jewish israelis and the 
1.4 million arab citizens of israel. but that 
winning season might be their first and 
last in the limelight as the challenges and 
weight of impossible expectations from 
their sudden success threaten to crush the 
team as well as the hope inspired by its 
historic victory.  

introduction by ron halber, executive 
director, jewish community relations 
council, and anne clemons, co-chair, 
greater washington forum on israeli-arab 
issues

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington

Presented in cooPeration with  
the new israel fund and greater washington 
forum on israeli-arab issues

anita
E 8:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
E

argentina, 2009, 35mm, feature
104 minutes
spanish with english subtitles
director: marcos carnevale

anita feldman (alejandra manzo), a 
young woman with down syndrome, lives 
a happy, routine life with her devoted 
mother, dora (famed argentinean actor 
norma aleandro). but one fateful morning, 
everything changes when anita is left 
alone, confused and helpless. what starts 
as a tragedy turns into an odyssey of 
discovery, resilience and compassion. as 
anita wanders through the city, she learns 
not only to care for herself, but touches the 
lives of those around her, from an alcoholic 
to a family of asian immigrants. manzo, an 
actress living with down syndrome, gives a 
heartbreaking and touching performance 
in the title role of one of last year’s wjff 
audience favorites.

Presented with the suPPort of the 
ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy  
of argentina in the united states

monday, december 6

SponSored by the Embassy of Israel

Please join us at 5:45 pm for our Menorah Lighting 
in the Diane and Norman Bernstein Family 
Foundation Lobby at the Q Street entrance.

in conVersation with 
yonathan leVy
E noon

goethe-institut washington 

FRE
E

yonathan levy found his passion for 
cinema while studying science at 
university, where he directed several well-
received short films. after graduating with 
a masters degree, he decided to devote 
himself to filmmaking and began a cycle 
of films dealing with collective and family 
memory. Das Kind (screening in full at 
6:15 pm, see page 14), is one of these 
intimate, beautifully conceived films. join 
yonathan as he talks about his work and 
presents clips.
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das kind
The Child
E 6:15 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
E

france, 2010, video, documentary
93 minutes
french, romanian and german  

with english subtitles
director: yonathan levy

East Coast Premiere 
Best Independent Film, European Independent Film 

Festival 2010

at 94 years old, irma miko is a woman 
with a past. a cultured and accomplished 
member of europe’s intelligentsia, she 
is also a jew, a communist, a resistance 
fighter and a mother who sets off with her 
adult son, andré, on an emotional journey 
across europe in search of places and 
people that were part of her extraordinary 
life. Visually creative cinematography 
and staged scenes giving voice to irma’s 
thoughts frame her intimate conversations 
with fellow resistance fighters, camp 
survivors, historians and her son. the result 
is a poetic and deeply moving account 
of a vanishing world and one woman 
who, more than a witness, was an active 
soldier for good during one of the darkest 
chapters in history.

discussion with sPecial guests yonathan 
levy, director and andré miko, Producer 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of france, 
embassy of the federal republic of germany, 
alliance française de washington and 
goethe-institut washington

Presented in cooPeration with generation 
after, child survivors of the holocaust and 
baltimore-washington child survivors of the 
holocaust 

the loners
Habodedim
E 7:00 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

israel, 2009, 35mm, feature
92 minutes
hebrew and russian with english subtitles
director: renen schorr

DC Premiere
Best Actor, 2009 Ophir Awards, Israeli Film and 

Television Academy 

sometimes, when there is nothing left to 
lose, there is even more to fight for. in this 
tense, taut story, two russian immigrants 
join the israeli army in hopes of finding 
a brotherhood, but after mistreatment 
and a sham trial, shasha and glory find 
themselves locked up in a military prison. 

they take extreme action leading to a 
prison mutiny that quickly reaches the 
boiling point. when senior officials and 
anti-terrorist negotiators swarm the prison 
trying to end the embarrassing uprising, 
the two soldiers find themselves standing 
taller than ever, exposing the dark side of 
the official system. inspired by true events 
that took place in an israeli military prison 
in 1997, this edge-of-your-seat thriller 
examines the universal struggle to belong.

PRECEDED BY

take note
Tizcor Et Ze

israel, 2008, video, short
17 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: elite zexer

East Coast Premiere

anna, a new russian immigrant, is an 
israeli army commander whose strong will 
leads her to take charge, but as she loses 
control over her soldiers, she looses faith in 
the system and herself. 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington
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stalin thought of you arab labor jaffa

stalin thought of you
Stalin vspomnil o Vas
E 7:00 Pm

embassy of the russian federation 

russia/netherlands/usa, 2009, video, 
documentary

100 minutes
russian with english subtitles
director: kevin mcneer

DC Premiere

boris efimov has made poison-pen 
drawings and caricatures for russian 
publications from lenin’s time through the 
collapse of the soviet union. as the film 
opens, he is celebrating his 105th birthday 
on television surrounded by beautiful 
women. winner of two stalin Prizes, his 
pointed drawings of german leaders 
earned him a “find and hang” order from 
the nazis. but how did efimov survive 
the brutal whims of stalin, “history’s 
most prolific mass murderer,” especially 
considering that his beloved brother, 
journalist mikhail koltsov, fell out of favor? 
always charming, efimov might not 
always want to remember the past, yet his 
recollections are riveting and, enhanced 
by incredible archival material, provide a 
deeply moving chronicle of two brothers 
and a century of russian history.

co-sPonsored by the embassy  
of the russian federation 

arab labor
Avoda Aravit
E 8:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

season 2: episodes 1, 3 and 8
israel, 2010, video, television series
72 minutes (3 parts)
arabic and hebrew with english subtitles
director: roni ninio

Best Israeli Series, Jerusalem International  
Film Festival 2008

back for a second season, this wjff 
favorite is the israeli All in the Family with 
a middle-east twist. the groundbreaking 
television series, the first in arabic on 
israeli television, follows the lives of 
one israeli arab family, their neighbors, 
friends, bosses, teachers and lovers. at 
the center of the storm is amjad, an israeli 
arab newspaper reporter attempting to 
assimilate into israeli jewish culture, but 
caught between two worlds, at once being 
mistaken for a terrorist and an israeli 
soldier. while poking fun at all sides of 
the cultural divide, the series explores the 
daily conflicts that arabs face between the 
desire to integrate while maintaining their 
own values and traditions. 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington

Presented in cooPeration with  
the american university center for  
israel studies

jaffa
E 9:15 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

israel, 2009, video, feature
106 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: keren yedaya

DC Premiere
Official selection, 2009 Cannes Film Festival

fear and compassion, rage and love live 
side-by-side with israeli jews and arabs 
in the jumbled streets of the still-beautiful 
seaside city of jaffa, home of reuven’s 
small family-run garage. mali (dana 
ivgy), a dutiful daughter, is the garage’s 
receptionist, working alongside her family 
and the Palestinian mechanic toufik, 
a loyal and hard worker. mali’s father 
(beloved actor moni moshonov) respects 
toufik, which makes her brother hate the 
mechanic even more. no one suspects that 
mali is pregnant with toufek’s child and 
that they plan to marry. when an explosive 
argument alters their lives forever, the raw 
power of this drama reveals larger truths 
about israeli-Palestinian relations as well as 
the possibility and hope for healing. 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington
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DC Premiere

filmmaker malte ludin was born in 
bratislava, slovakia, in 1942 while his 
father, hanns, was serving as the third 
reich’s ambassador to that country, 
signing orders that sent thousands of 
jews to auschwitz. now the filmmaker 
breaks 60 years of silence and repression, 
investigating his father’s dark deeds and 
interviewing his still-denying sisters as 
well as others affected by the hanns’ 
actions. family drama and historical truth 
collide in the painful legacy at the heart 
of this astonishingly intimate and honest 
documentary that offers a rare look at the 
descendants of a nazi perpetrator, most of 
whom refuse to accept the history of their 
family and of nazi germany. 

“If it tells, in Mr. Ludin’s words, ‘a typical 
German story,’ the movie also offers an 
unusually matter-of-fact picture of the 
private and public effects of ordinary evil.” 
—a. o. scott, The New York Times

discussion with sPecial guests  
malte ludin, director and  dr. klaus 
scharioth, ambassador of the federal 
republic of germany

co-sPonsored by the embassy of  
the federal republic of germany  
and goethe-institut washington

Presented in cooPeration with  
generation after, child survivors of  
the holocaust and baltimore-washington 
child survivors of the holocaust

gei oni
Valley of Fortitude
E 6:45 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

israel, 2010, video, feature
105 minutes
yiddish, hebrew, arabic, russian, turkish and 

romanian with english subtitles
director: dan wolman

DC Premiere

after the rest of her family is murdered, 
fania, her baby daughter, uncle and 
emotionally scarred brother escape the 
pogroms of russia among the first wave of 
european jewish immigrants seeking new 
lives in late 19th-century Palestine. arriving 
penniless, fania meets yechiel, a recent 
widower with his own two young children. 
agreeing to marriage as a means of 
survival, fania follows the farmer to a hard 
pioneer life in his tiny village in the north 
near safed. this beautifully rendered saga 
of struggle and survival, based on the best-
selling novel by shulamit lapid, seamlessly 
weaves a dramatic love story with the 
historical narrative of the jewish dream to 
return and rebuild the land of zion. 

discussion with sPecial guest  
dan wolman, director

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s hyman s. & freda 
bernstein jewish literary festival 

tuesday, december 7

SponSored by the David Bruce 
Smith Family Foundation

Please join us at 5:45 pm for our Menorah Lighting 
in the Diane and Norman Bernstein Family 
Foundation Lobby at the Q Street entrance.

in conVersation with  
rex bloomstein
E noon

goethe-institut washington

wjff director susan barocas joins 
the accomplished and prolific british 
filmmaker for film clips and a discussion 
of the 1995 film Nightmare’s End—The 
Liberation of the Camps, which he directed 
and she served as associate producer. the 
film was the first to explore the holocaust 
solely from the liberator’s point of view, 
including a jewish us gi searching for his 
family left behind in germany and a german 
american whose brother served in the  
nazi forces. 

2 or 3 things i know 
about him
2 oder 3 Dinge, die ich von ihm weiß
E 6:15 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
E

germany, 2005, 35mm, documentary
85 minutes
english and german with english subtitles
director: malte ludin

FRE
E

FRE
E
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gefilte fish jews in sPace

gali is faced with a dilemma as a bride-
to-be when her family tradition of 
preparing the gefilte fish for her wedding 
party entails killing the very-much-alive 
fish swimming in her bathtub.

discussion with sPecial guest  
nili tal, director

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington

jews in sPace
Judios en el Espacio
E 9:15 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

argentina, 2006, 35mm, feature
92 minutes
spanish with english subtitles
director: gabriel lichtmann

on the eve of Passover, a large, somewhat 
eccentric jewish family in buenos aires 
tries to overcome years of separation and 
fighting to put together the perfect seder, 
the special holiday dinner. cousins luciana 
and santiago, childhood crushes who 
are still attracted to each other despite 
being related, lead the crusade for family 
reunification while their battling mothers 
aren’t so eager to call a truce. making this 
meal happen means juggling a suicidal 
grandfather, feuding mothers, the art of 
jewish cooking and a drunken family friend. 

Presented with the suPPort of the 
ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy of 
argentina in the united states

sixty in the city
Bat Shishim Mechapeset Ahava
E 8:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

israel, 2009, video, documentary
70 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: nili tal

DC Premiere

“iso swm: i’m really funny (especially to 
myself), a shrewd backgammon player 
and crazy about clint eastwood. anyone 
who thinks he’s suitable should respond.” 
when 61-year-old filmmaker nili tal posted 
this along with her photo on a dating site, 
absolutely nothing happened. the next 
morning she realized it doesn’t matter 
what you write, it’s all about how you 
look. down came the serious photos and 
up went the new more provocative shots. 
moments later, the emails were flooding 
in as 1,320 men between the ages of 20 
and 80 responded. the film follows tal’s 
humorous and touching journey through 
the dating world, including her dates, 
personal transformation and discussions 
with other women on the new rules of 
dating for the over 50.

PRECEDED BY

gefilte fish
israel, 2008, video, short
10 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: shelly kling-yosef

wednesday, december 8

SponSored by Ralph & Louie Dweck

Please join us at 6:45 pm for our Menorah Lighting 
in the Diane and Norman Bernstein Family 
Foundation Lobby at the Q Street entrance. 

in conVersation with 
malte ludin
E noon

goethe-institut washington

german filmmaker malte ludin has 
been directing documentaries since 
1976 as well as writing and teaching. 
in 1990, with his wife iva svarcová, he 
founded the production company svarc 
film gbr. in his films, he is direct and 
probing, even when turning the camera on 
himself and his family as in his acclaimed 
2005 film 2 or 3 Things I Know about Him, a 
highly personal and candid exploration of 
his father hanns, a nazi perpetrator. join 
the filmmaker for an intimate discussion of 
his work including excerpts from that film. 
(film screening in full tuesday, december 
7, see page 16.)

sixty in the city
Bat Shishim Mechapeset Ahava
E 1:00 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

see above

FRE
E

FRE
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daVid PerloV: Pioneer of israeli cinema my life with carlos in jerusalem
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my life with carlos
Mi Vida Con Carlos
E 5:45 Pm  exhibit tour AnD tAlk of 
“memory of A time i DiD not know” with 
ArtiSt miriAm mörSel nAthAn

Ann loeb bronfman gallery

E 6:30 Pm  film AnD DiScuSSion

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

chile/spain/germany, 2009, 35mm, documentary
82 minutes
spanish with english subtitles
director: germán berger-hertz

DC Premiere
Top Ten Audience Favorite, Hot Docs 2010
Best Film, Audience Award, Biarritz Latin American 

Film Festival 2009

thirty years after the tragic death of his 
father at the hands of Pinochet’s chile, 
the filmmaker travels back home to 
rediscover the memory of his father and 
heal the family that tried to forget him. 
the lyrical and artistically beautiful film is 
both the personal story of a son striving 
to connect with the memory of the father 
he barely knew as well as an exploration 
of how the pain of injustice ripples 
through generations of one family and the 
country of chile as a whole. the filmmaker 
proposes that confronting the ugly realities 
of life is a necessary step to healing. 

discussion with sPecial guest miriam 
mörsel nathan, artist and wjff director 
emerita

co-sPonsored by art and remembrance

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s ann loeb bronfman 
gallery

daVid PerloV: Pioneer of israeli cinema 
Presented by his daughter Yael Perlov
E 7:00 Pm 

Afi Silver theatre

groundbreaking filmmaker david Perlov is known and remembered today for bringing 
the tradition of documentary filmmaking to the forefront in israel. among today’s heirs 
to this tradition is his own daughter, filmmaker yael Perlov, who presents an insightful 
professional and personal discussion of his work and the us premiere of two of his films, 
painstakingly restored and still considered milestones in israeli cinema.

in jerusalem

israel, 1963, video, documentary
34 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: david Perlov

US Premiere

created when jerusalem was still 
divided between israel and jordan, 
the film’s ten chapters show people  
in their “own private jerusalem,” 
joined together by repeated images 
of a stone mason at work. both lyrical 
and fragmented as it presents the city 
with all the diversity of life, the film 
created shock upon its release  
in israel. 

“When I first saw in jerusalem in 1963, 
I was not yet aware of the importance 
of David Perlov in the history of Israeli 
filmmaking, but I felt that with this 
film the Israeli cinema was being born 
right in front of my eyes.”
—uri klein, Ha’aretz film critic

diary: chaPter 1 (1973–1977)

israel, 1983, video, documentary
55 minutes (of 330 minutes total, 6 chapters)
hebrew with english subtitles
director: david Perlov

US Premiere

in 1973, Perlov began work on this epic 
creation, documenting more than 10 years of 
his family’s life and his daughters’ coming-of-
age alongside israel’s turbulent coming-of-age 
during the ’70s. the film is an extraordinary 
mixture of home movies, political documentary 
and cinema verité. 

“His greatness was in the fact that his work was 
at the same time personal and public, revealing 
and mysterious, intimate and all embracing, as 
all great art is.” —uri klein, Ha’aretz film critic 

introduction and Post-film discussion with 
yael Perlov, tel aviv university, film and television 
department

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, the 
jewish federation of greater washington and 
american university center for israel studies 

18                for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497
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a Pause in the holocaust ingelorediary: chaPter 1 (1973–1977)

a Pause in the holocaust
E 7:00 Pm

embassy of italy

france/italy, 2010, video, documentary
52 minutes
english, french and italian with english subtitles 
director: andré waksman

North American Premiere

in the summer of 1943, thousands of 
jewish refugees in italian-occupied 
southern france enjoyed a rare respite 
from persecution. their unusual protector, 
the occupying italian army, temporarily 
shielded local and foreign jews despite 
pressure from the germans and the french 
Vichy administration. in the alpine village 
of saint martin Vesubie, life was briefly 
renewed as jews went to synagogues, 
schools and cafés, and yiddish was heard 
as often as french. with the invasion of 
nazi troops in september, the lull was 
broken as jews fled with the retreating 
italian army over the mountains to find 
shelter. waksman, whose family survived 
the holocaust in southern france, lovingly 
reconstructs this little-known and 
fascinating piece of history.

anD

ingelore

usa, 2009, video, documentary
40 minutes
english, german and asl with english subtitles
director: frank stiefel

DC Premiere

ingelore herz honigstein has a remarkable 
story to tell in this touching film portrait 
directed by her son. as a deaf jew in 
1930s germany, ingelore was an outcast 
twice over. she revisits her past with 
startling emotional clarity, remembering 
equally small details of her life as well 
as transformative moments. we are 
mesmerized by her expressiveness and 
the richness of her testimony, put into 
historical context by stiefel’s deft use of 
archival footage and recreations.

Post-film discussion with andré waksman, 
director and walter marx, survivor and 
former italian Partisan

co-sPonsored by the embassy of italy and 
italian cultural institute of washington 

gei oni
Valley of Fortitude
E 8:45 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

see page 16

for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497                19

thursday, december 9
SponSored by Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs of Argentina-Comisión 
del Bicentenario and Embassy of 
Argentina in the United States

yolande:  
an unsung heroine
E 10:00 Am

international Spy museum FRE
E

israel, 2010, video documentary
62 minutes
english and hebrew with english subtitles
director: dan wolman

yolande gabai (de botton), a beautiful, 
sophisticated jewess from alexandria, 
risked her son’s life and her own, while 
collecting intelligence in egypt undercover 
as a reporter for the Palestine Post. yolande 
was a courageous woman who loved egypt 
and the arab world, yet fought for the 
creation of an independent state of israel.

Post-film discussion with sPecial guest 
dan wolman, director

Presented in cooPeration with  
the international spy museum and  
embassy of israel

FRE
E

FRE
E
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in conVersation  
with yael PerloV
E noon

goethe-institute washington 

FRE
E

as a film producer, editor, teacher at tel 
aviv university’s acclaimed film school 
and the daughter of israeli cinematic 
giant david Perlov, yael Perlov brings 
many perspectives to a discussion with 
the audience. share the range of yael’s 
experience with her work and her father’s 
as well as film clips. 

emPty nest
El Nido Vacio
E 6:15 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

argentina/france/italy/spain,  
2008, 35mm, feature

100 minutes
spanish with english subtitles
director: daniel burman

this year’s wjff Visionary award winner 
daniel burman brings the realities and 
fantasies of middle age into focus in this 
sophisticated farce. Playwright Vindel 
(oscar martínez) and his wife, martha 
(Pedro almodóvar star cecilia roth) 
struggle to redefine themselves and their 
relationship. when a trip to israel to visit 
their daughter and her husband includes a 
vacation at the dead sea, the lines of real 
life, time, consciousness and the surreal 
are blurred, but perhaps it’s just what the 

couple need to come to terms with life. 
(see page 7 for more information about 
daniel burman, the wjff Visionary award 
and jewish cinema from argentina)

Post-film discussion with sPecial guest 
daniel burman, director

Presented with the suPPort of the 
ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy of 
argentina in the united states

berlin ’36
E 7:00 Pm

Afi Silver theatre 

FRE
E

germany/uk, 2009, 35mm, feature
101 minutes
german with english subtitles
director: kaspar heidelbach

DC Premiere

the problem for german high jumper 
gretel bergmann (played by award-
winning karoline herfurth), a top 
contender for the gold medal at the 1936 
summer olympic games, was that she 
was jewish. to prevent her from winning a 
medal, yet appease americans threatening 
a boycott if jewish athletes were barred 
from competing, the nazis sabotaged her 
training by bringing an unknown rival high 
jumper with a big secret onto the team. 
the film, inspired by the real-life story, 
explores the tenuous and most unusual 
friendship that developed between these 
two outsiders who found themselves 
united by very difficult circumstances.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of the federal 
republic of germany and goethe-institut 
washington

seVen minutes in heaVen
Sheva Dakot Began Eden
E 9:00 Pm

embassy of france

israel/france, 2009, 35mm, feature
100 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: omri givon

DC Premiere

in this haunting psychological thriller, 
a young jerusalem woman galia (the 
mesmerizing reymonde amsellem) 
is the scarred victim of a terrorist bus 
bombing a year earlier. she struggles 
to recover physically from severe burns 
and emotionally from the trauma of 
the terrorism. like a time traveler, galia 
journeys through a maze of hallucinations, 
dreams, visions and flashbacks in this 
intricate plot. a patient and handsome 
stranger, a necklace and the discovery 
that she was pronounced dead for seven 
minutes at the scene of the bombing 
become clues propelling galia to discover 
what really happened in her past, bringing 
the film to its powerful, satisfying climax.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, 
embassy of france, alliance française 
de washington and jewish federation of 
greater washington

FRE
E

FRE
E
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seVen minutes in heaVen tango, a story with jews fiVe hours from Paris

tango, a story with jews
Tango, Una Historia con Judios
E 8:30 Pm  film

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
E

Followed by Tango Party

argentina, 2009, video, documentary
62 minutes
spanish with english subtitles 
director: gabriel Pomeraniec

Mid-Atlantic Premiere

the tango, widely recognized as an integral 
part of argentina’s culture, is enjoying a 
revival among young argentineans today. 
but few know that jewish musicians who 
fled russia for buenos aires at the end of 
the 19th century contributed greatly to 
the development and romance of tango 
music. family memories and enticing 
historic recordings bring to life the talented 
figures in this engaging story of cultural 
and artistic fusion. the film is narrated by 
journalist and historian josé judkovski and 
based upon his book of the same title. 

Stay after the film for a tango party 
with tango masters Viviana and Isidoro 
Levenson, sponsored by washington 
city Paper.

Presented with the suPPort of  
the ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy of 
argentina in the united states

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s literary, music 
and dance Program

co-sPonsored by washington city Paper

fiVe hours from Paris
Chamesh Shaot mi Paris
E 9:15 Pm

Afi Silver theatre

israel, 2009, 35mm, feature
90 minutes
hebrew and russian with english subtitles
director: leon Prudovsky

DC Premiere
First Prize for Best Film, Haifa International Film 

Festival 2009

Paris is just a five-hour flight from tel aviv, 
but it might as well be a trip to the moon 
for yigal (dror keren), a recently-divorced 
cab driver who is afraid of flying. the born-
and-bred israeli finds himself falling for lina 
(elena yaralova), his son’s music teacher and 
a russian immigrant. he has no aspirations. 
she gave up on hers long ago and is about 
to follow her husband to a strange new life 
in canada. what are the chances of them 
ending up together in this surprising look at 
love, life and the choices we make.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, 
america-israel cultural foundation and 
jewish federation of greater washington

friday, december 10

SponSored by WAMU 88.5 FM

argentina’s jewish 
community through 
filmmakers’ eyes
E noon

goethe-institute washington 

by early in the 20th century, eastern 
european jews had become one of 
argentina’s largest minorities. join two 
filmmakers as they share their insights 
and personal experiences related to this 
particular jewish community and the 
stories they tell in their films—daniel 
burman, wjff Visionary award winner, 
who lives and works in argentina as one of 
its leading filmmakers, and jorge gurvich, 
also an award-winning filmmaker who left 
argentina for israel as a young man in 1978.

moderated by judith freidenberg, author 
and associate Professor, anthropology, 
university of maryland.

Presented with the suPPort of  
the ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy of 
argentina in the united states

Free Friday Film

berlin ’36
E 1:00 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

see page 20
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saturday, december 11

the matchmaker the "socalled" moVie the infidel
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SponSored by Melanie & Larry 
Nussdorf

the matchmaker
E 7:00 Pm

Afi Silver theAtre

israel, 2010, 35mm, feature
112 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: avi nesher 

East Coast Premiere
Best Actor and Best Actress, 2009 Ophir Awards, 

Israeli Film and Television Academy

avi nesher (Turn Left at the End of the 
World, The Secrets) re-creates israel during 
the summer of 1968 in this poignant, 
engrossing coming-of-age story. teenager 
arik burstein (tuval shafir) is the son of a 
survivor who never talks about his past. 
when arik gets a summer job working as a 
kind of detective for matchmaker yankele 
bride (adir miller), he finds himself in the 
strange and fascinating world of haifa’s 
seedier downtown area. dwarves who 
survived dr. mengele’s experiments, the 
glamorous and tragic clara (maya dagan) 
and a carnival of clients for whom yankele 
provides “what they need, not what they 
want” all become intensely involved in 
each other’s lives, the secrets of their pasts 
and their dreams of brighter futures.

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington

Join us for a rockin’ Saturday night event!

the “socalled” moVie
E 9:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

Post-film concert by Socalled  
and Katie Moore

canada, 2010, video, documentary
86 minutes
english
director: garry beitel

DC Premiere

like an onion being peeled, this 
documentary reveals the many layers of 
interests and talents—musician, magician, 
composer, filmmaker and more—of the 
lovable, quirky socalled, aka josh dolgin, 
a nice jewish boy from montreal who 
gained fame from his youtube music 
video hit “you are never alone.” not one 
to be tied down, socalled crosses musical 
boundaries to create a kaleidoscopic 
style all his own, blending klezmer, funk, 
soul and hip-hop into an energetic sound 
that crosses eras and cultures. the film 
follows socalled’s travels from his eclectic 
montreal neighborhood to concerts in Paris 
and at new york’s apollo theater and onto 
a personal journey to his ancestral home in 
ukraine.  

Post-film discussion and concert with 
socalled and katie moore

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s entryPointdc and 
washington jewish music festival

the infidel
E 9:30 Pm

Afi Silver theAtre

uk, 2010, 35mm, feature
105 minutes
english
director: josh appignanesi

DC Premiere

mahmud nasir (comedian omid djalili) is a 
salt-of-the-earth muslim family man until his 
mother’s death reveals that he was adopted 
and born a jew! mahmud is thrown into a 
full-scale identity crisis. he desperately seeks 
help from the caustic jewish taxi driver 
lenny (richard schiff, the west wing), 
trying to learn the ways of “the tribe”—from 
the joys of matzah ball soup to the art of the 
“oy.” mahmud can almost come to terms 
with his new identity, but will his family, the 
police and demonstrating muslim extremists? 
this satire offers light-hearted hilarity 
around the serious subject of religious 
animosity between muslims and jews.

PRECEDED BY

henry le cooking
israel, 2009, video, animated
6 minutes
directors: arik ben-ari and avichai yeyni

North American Premiere

martin, a frustrated cooking show director 
about to be fired, discovers that a little 
on-screen violence in the kitchen sure can 
help the ratings. 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel 
and the jewish federation of greater 
washington
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henry le cooking lost embrace coffee—between reality and imagination
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2010 wjff Visionary award honoring  
filmmaker daniel burman
E 6:30 Pm

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

award Presentation  joshua ford, 16th street j chief 
Programming officer and former wjff director

Post-film discussion  daniel burman in conversation with dr. saul sosnowski, 
Professor and associate Provost for international affairs, university of maryland; 
editor, Hispamerica.

recePtion  hosted by ambassador alfredo V. chiaradía, embassy of argentina

lost embrace
El Abrazo Partido

argentina/france/italy/spain, 2004, 35mm, feature
100 minutes
spanish with english subtitles
director: daniel burman

the silver bear winner at the 2004 berlin international film festival is set among 
the world of small time merchants in a buenos aires shopping mall. ariel, a young 
man in his twenties, is our guide through this community of mostly jewish business 
owners struggling to stay afloat. meanwhile, ariel attempts to gain Polish citizenship 
so he can leave argentina to become “european.” torn over whether or not to leave, 
ariel’s feelings are amplified by his father’s abandonment of the family during the 
yom kippur war when he left for israel and never returned. seeking guidance, ariel 
consults his mother, brother, grandmother and the other assorted denizens of his 
multi-cultural buenos aires neighborhood. (from wjff 2004)

co-sPonsored by the ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-comisión  
del bicentenario and embassy of argentina in the united states 

Please see page 7 for more information about the WJFF Visionary Award and 2010 recipient 
Daniel Burman

for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497                23

sunday, december 12
SponSored by CrossCurrents 
Foundation

coffee—between reality 
and imagination
E 10:30 Am coffee recePtion

David bruce Smith 16th  

FRE
E

Street lobby  

E 11:30 Am film 
Aaron & cecile goldman theater

israel and Palestinian territories, 2010, video, 
shorts compilation
95 minutes
hebrew and arabic with english subtitles

Mid-Atlantic Premiere

israeli filmmaker and tel aviv university 
teacher yael Perlov brought together a 
diverse group of israeli and Palestinian 
filmmakers to create a program of short 
films inspired by the common theme of 
coffee. the students each wrote their own 
fiction or documentary short while, as a 
group, they helped to make each other’s 
films. the students found that even though 
coffee was, like so much in their lives, 
linked to their varied cultural identities and 
social realities, they also discovered that it 
is possible to create connections between 
different people by working together and 
finding common elements in their lives. 
in the end, each film presents its own 
personal and courageous point of view. the 
eight films and directors selected for the 
compilation are (see next page):

FRE
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Voices unboundbar mitzVah the bagel: an immigrant's story next year in…argentina
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for aficionado celebration...if ‘jewish film,’ 
and jewish culture at large, are about 
legacy, then this is required viewing, 
an immersion in remembrance of the 
forefathers.” Village Voice

introduction by lisa rivo, associate 
director, national center for jewish film

Post-film discusison with lisa rivo and 
miriam isaacs, Phd, Visiting associate 
Professor of yiddish language and culture, 
university of maryland

co-sPonsored by the esther saks abelman 
yiddish culture fund of adas israel 
congregation

Presented in cooPeration with yiddish of 
greater washington

Work In Progress

the bagel: an  
immigrant’s story
E 2:00 Pm 

Aaron & cecile goldman theater

with humor and poignancy, this film tells 
the story of the bagel, from its arrival as an 
immigrant in america and old cellar bakeries 
to mass-production factories and the never-
before-told history of the international 
bagel bakers union, once so powerful that 
when its members went on strike, not a 
single bagel was produced in new york. the 
filmmakers will present an excerpt from their 
current work-in-progress and an in-depth 
discussion with the audience about the film 
and filmmaking process. 

sPecial guests joan micklin silver, director 
and sarah teale, co-Producer

Tasnim—elite zexer
The Clock and the Man—gazi abu baker
Audition—eti tsicko
A Cup of Coffee from Palestine—kareem 

karaja, ameer ahmarwo and murad 
nessar

Eva is Leaving—aya somech
Sense of Morning—mayasaloun hamouod
A Trip to Jaffa—eitan sarid
Wajeh—murad nessar

Post-film discussion with yael Perlov, 
Project initiator and artistic director 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel and 
jewish federation of greater washington

Presented in cooPeration with tel-aviv 
university, film and tV department

Pre-film coffee presented by mid city caffé

bar mitzVah
E noon

Avalon theatre 

FRE
Eusa, 1935/2009, video, feature

75 minutes
yiddish with english subtitles
director: henry lynn

believing his wife is lost at sea, israel 
(yiddish theater legend boris thomashefsky 
in his only film performance) remarries a 
scheming gold-digger. shock, tears and 
laughs abound when his beloved wife 
returns after a ten-year absence on the 
eve of her son becoming a bar mitzvah. 
restoration by the national center for 
jewish film. “the new discovery and 
restoration of Bar Mitzvah should be cause 

next year in…argentina
El Año que Viene en...Argentina
E 2:30 Pm

Avalon theatre

israel, 2005, video, documentary
62 minutes
spanish with english subtitles
director: jorge gurvich and shlomo slutzky

Mid-Atlantic Premiere

filmmaker jorge gurvich and journalist 
shlomo slutzky met in buenos aires in the 
1970s before both men emigrated to israel. 
thirty years later, they return to argentina 
to investigate jewish-argentine history, 
identity, homeland and attitudes towards 
israel. as the filmmakers delve deeper 
in their search for answers, their own 
experiences and attitudes become central 
to the film. as gurvich reveals, “i have 
family in israel, i’m an israeli filmmaker, but 
my heart is still here, in faraway argentina, 
and this tears me apart.” 

PRECEDED BY

Voyage
israel, 2009, video, animated
3 minutes
director: olga komosko

North American Premiere

take a whimsical journey through an empty 
apartment where a blanket is more than 
just a blanket, silverware more than….

Post-film discussion with sPecial 
guest jorge gurvich, director and lisa 
rivo, associate director, national center for 
jewish film

FRE
E

FRE
E

FRE
E

FRE
E



for tickets Visit wjff.org or call (800) 494-8497                25

mrs. moskowitz and the cats the klezmatics: on holy groundmiracle lady

Presented with the suPPort of the 
ministry of foreign affairs of argentina-
comisión del bicentenario and embassy of 
argentina in the united states 

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, 
america-israel cultural foundation and the 
jewish federation of greater washington

Voices unbound: the 
story of the freedom 
writers
E 4:00 Pm 

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
Eusa, 2010, video, documentary

90 minutes
english
director: daniel anker

Special Sneak Screening

one girl in the class came to school with her 
parole officer. nearly all the students had 
friends who died in gang violence. in 1994 
a new teacher walked into the classroom 
wearing a pearl necklace and a big smile that 
belied her tenacity, toughness and devotion 
to the kids. when she assigned reading The 
Diary of Anne Frank, they resisted. but once 
they read the book, they began finding their 
own voices and eventually began writing 
their own stories. this documentary by 
anker (Imaginary Witness: Hollywood and 
the Holocaust wjff 2004, Scottsboro: An 
American Tragedy wjff 2000) goes far 
beyond the 2007 feature film Freedom 
Writers, revealing the very real lives of the 
students then and now as well as the impact 
of knowing and telling your own story.

Post-film discussion with daniel anker, 
director and e. ethelbert miller, author and 
director of the african american resource 
center, howard university

Presented in PartnershiP with  
the 16th street j’s leo & anna smilow 
center for jewish living and learning  
and the hyman s. & frieda bernstein jewish 
literary festival

mrs. moskowitz  
and the cats
E 5:00 Pm

Avalon theatre

israel, 2009, 35mm, feature
83 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
director: jorge gurvich

DC Premiere
Best Actress, Jerusalem International Film Festival 

2009

when the solitary yolanda moscowitz 
(award-winning rita zohar), a retired 
french teacher, wakes up in a hospital 
geriatric ward, she is convinced there must 
be some mistake. she wants to go home, 
but she is confined to a wheelchair and a 
lengthy convalescence with people she 
believes aren’t anything like her. after all, 
they are old. but in the depressing ward, 
yolanda discovers a new, full life, starting 
with a close relationship with allegra 
(shulamit adar), the stoic woman with 
whom she shares a room. when she meets 
shaul (moni moshonov), a former soccer 
player who is also hospitalized, emotions 
surface that yolanda thought had vanished 

from her life for good. this touching film 
reminds us not only of life’s fragility, but 
also of the importance of our emotional 
lives no matter what our age. 

PRECEDED BY

miracle lady
Ba’alat Ha-Nes

israel, 2009, video, animated
10 minutes
hebrew with english subtitles
directors: moran somer and michal abulafia

North American Premiere
Award for Best Animated Film, Jerusalem 

International Film Festival 2009

sometime love lasts a lifetime as an old 
woman who waits for her late husband 
to return knows while her neighbor waits 
only for death to come and take her away. 
when their fates connect, they are both 
miraculously freed. 

introduction by jorge gurvich, director

co-sPonsored by the embassy of israel, 
the america-israel cultural foundation and 
jewish federation of greater washington

the klezmatics:  
on holy ground
E 7:30 Pm 

Aaron & cecile goldman theater 

FRE
EClosing Night Film and Party

see page 5
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DONORS TO THE  
WASHINGTON DC JEWISH 
COMMUNITY CENTER

the washington dcjcc wishes to thank 
all those who made contributions to the 
16th street j to help support our 
programs during the 2010 fiscal year 
(july 1, 2009 – june 30, 2010). your 
support has been invaluable in allowing 
us to create and sustain programs of 
excellence throughout the year.  due to 
space limitations, only donors of $1,000 
or more are listed here.
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21ST WJFF INDIvIDUAl 
FUNDERS

the wjff is supported in part by the helen and milton covensky fund, the chaim 
kempner fund, the julius & dorothy lazarus fund for children's Programs and the 
harriet j. neuman fund.
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